
VOTING FOR RESIDENTS OUTSIDE OF EU

Sweden
Election date 26 May
Voting
system

Preferential voting

Number of
MEPs in 2019

21

Voting age 18
Eligibility to
vote

Yes

Available
voting
methods

By post, in foreign representation

Deadlines
and means
for
registration
per method

Swedish citizens are automatically enlisted in the election roll, unless they have
been residents abroad for 10 years or longer. In that case, they need to register in
the election roll for a further 10-year term. The application form is sent to the
Swedish Tax Agency. Swedish citizens who are not registered in the election roll
also can vote. If these persons send a vote from abroad, this vote will be considered
also as a new notification to the election roll. The vote will then be counted as well
as the person being registered to the election roll.

All Swedish citizens who are enrolled in the voting list will receive all the material
needed to vote by post. It is also possible to order voting materials needed directly
from the Election Authority (via email or our website) or from most embassies and
consulates. The postal ballots are sent to the Election Authority.
Postal ballots by persons who have voting rights but are not included in the voting
register must have been received by the Election authority no later than the day
before the election date. Postal ballots from people who are already in the voting
length must have been received by the Election authority no later than the first
Monday following the election day (provided the election takes place on a Sunday).

Swedish citizens can vote from any Swedish Embassy or Consulate, provided that
these places conduct voting for the current election. Which embassies and
consulates are open for voting are determined in advance after consultation
between the Swedish Election Authority and the Swedish Ministry for Foreign
Affairs. The embassies and consulates are considered as early voting sites (when
does the voting take place) open to all voters living or currently living abroad, so
voting in any of these places is accepted and no enrollment to a particular embassy
is necessary. Information about which embassies and consulates will be open for
voting is presented on the website of the Election Authority and the embassies in
good time before the election.

Further
information

Swedish embassy in London and consulates in the UK: Manchester, Birmingham
and Newcastle upon Tyne
The Swedish election Authority

https://www.swedenabroad.se/en/embassies/united-kingdom-london/
https://www.sveriges-konsulat.com/se/11449/Sverige-i-Manchester
https://www.sveriges-konsulat.com/se/11437/Sverige-i-Birmingham
https://www.sveriges-konsulat.com/se/11450/Sverige-i-Newcastle-upon-Tyne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Election_Authority_(Sweden)

